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(54) M o u n t i n g Impe l lors of Nuc lear 
Reactor Pumps 

(57) A coo lan t p u m p fo r a l iqu id me ta l 
coo led nuc lear reactor cons t ruc t i on 
has i ts impe l lo r hub m o u n t e d o n the 

dr ive sha f t w i t h an annu la r c learance 
3 . A dr ive coup l i ng is e f fec ted by a 
p lura l i ty o f cy l indr ica l keys 4 d i sposed 
paral le l t o the l ong i tud ina l axes o f t h e 
hub and sha f t and equa l ly spaced in 
t h e c learance b e t w e e n t h e m . 
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SPECIFICATION 
Liquid Metal Coolant Pump 

This invention relates to coolant pumps for 
liquid metal coolant in the nuclear reactor art. 

5 In liquid metal cooled nuclear reactors multi-
stage axial pumps are used to circulate coolant, 
which may be sodium, through circuitry including 
the nuclear reactor core and heat exchange 
equipment. After use the impeller, the hub of 

10 which is a close fit on the drive shaft, becomes 
very difficult to remove from the shaft because 
the sodium behaves like a lead tin alloy solder and 
bonds the close fitting components together. 
Separation is made still more difficult because 

15 radioactivity enhanced by the cobalt constituent 
of stellited surfaces requires that it may be 
necessary to perform the operation by remote 
operation. 

According to the invention in a coolant pump 
20 for a liquid metal cooled nuclear reactor 

construction and wherein an impeller hub is 
mounted on a drive shaft, there is an annular 
clearance between the shaft and hub and a drive 
coupling is effected through a plurality of elongate 

25 cylindrical keys disposed parallel to the 
longitudinal axes ofthe shaft and hub and equally 
angularly spaced between them. Withdrawal of 
the impeller from the drive shaft is made relatively 
simple because the annular clearance prevents 

30 the shaft and hub mounting surfaces becoming 
bonded together by the liquid metal. 

In one step of a preferred method of fitting the 
hub to the shaft in a combination according to the 
invention, a close fitting hub is mounted on the 

35 shaft prior to drilling and reaming the combination 
longitudinally to provide bores for accepting the 
elongate cylindrical keys and in a subsequent step 
the hub or the shaft, or both, are machined to 
provide the annular clearance. 

40 A construction of drive shaft and impeller 
combination embodying the invention is 
described, by way of example, with reference to 
the accompanying drawings wherein: 

Figure 1 is a fragmentary sectional elevation of 
45 the combination, and 

Figure 2 is a sectional elevation of a liquid 
metal cooled nuclear reactor installation in which 
the combination of Figure 1 is used. 

In Figure 1 there is shown a fragmentary view 
50 of a pump for liquid sodium comprising a section 

1 of a multi-stage impeller mounted on a drive 
shaft 2 there being an annular clearance 3 
between the shaft and impeller hub. The drive 
coupling is effected through three elongate 

55 generally cylindrical keys or dowels 4 which are 
disposed parallel to the longitudinal axes ofthe 
shaft and hub and equally angularly spaced 
between them. Although not shown, the impeller 
comprises a plurality of sections mounted in end 

60 abutment on the drive shaft, each section being 
drivingly mounted on the shaft in similar manner. 

During manufacture of the pump the hub of the 
section 1 formed with a truly cylindrical bore is 
mounted in close fitting manner on a truly 

65 cylindrical section of the shaft and bores for the 
dowels 4 are drilled and reamed from the lower 
(relative to Figure 1) end face of the hub after 
which the shaft and hub are machined to provide 
the annular clearance 3. 

70 In Figure 2 there is shown a liquid metal cooled 
fast breeder nuclear reactor construction having a 
fuel assembly 11 submerged in a pool 12 of liquid 
sodium coolant in a primary vessel 13. The 
primary vessel is suspended from the roof of a 

75 containment vault 14 and there is provided a 
plurality of coolant pumps 15 of a kind wherein 
the multi-stage impeller is mounted on the drive 
shaft in accordance with the invention as 
hereinbefore described. Only one of such pumps 

80 is shown in Figure 2 as is only one of a plurality of 
heat exchangers 16. The fuel assembly 11 
mounted on a diagrid 17 is housed with the heat 
exchangers in a core tank 18 whilst the pumps 15 
are disposed outside the core tank. The core or 

85 fuel assembly 1 comprises a plurality of sub-
assemblies which up-stand in closely spaced 
side-by-side array. Control rods 19 and 
instrumentation 20 penetrate the roof of the 
vault. 

90 In operation relatively cold coolant is drawn 
from the pool outside the core tank 18 by the 
pumps 15 and passed upwardly through the fuel 
assembly by way of a diagrid 17 and then flows 
through the heat exchangers 16 in heat exchange 

95 with a secondary coolant which flows through 
steam generating plant (not shown) disposed 
outside ofthe vault. The primary coolant is 
returned from the heat exchangers to the outer 
region of the pool. 

100 The described coolant pump has particular 
advantage for use in a liquid metal cooled nuclear 
reactor because the bonding of the hub to the 
shaft by the liquid metal coolant is avoided 
thereby enabling the shaft and hub to be 

105 separated readily by remote operation. Stelliting 
of one or both of the complimentary surfaces of 
the hub or shaft to prevent fretting is not 
necessary which reduces the radioactivity hazard. 

Claims 
110 1. A coolant pump for a liquid metal cooled 

nuclear reactor construction wherein an impeller 
hub is mounted on a drive shaft with an annular 
clearance therebetween, a drive coupling being 
effected through a plurality of elongate cylindrical 

115 keys disposed parallel to the longitudinal axes of 
the shaft and hub and equally angularly spaced 
between them. 

2. A liquid metal cooled nuclear reactor 
construction having a coolant pump according to 

120 claim 1. 
3. A method of manufacturing a coolant pump 

according to claim 1 for a liquid metal cooled 
nuclear reactor construction wherein one step of 
the method comprises mounting a close fitting 

125 hub on a drive shaft prior to drilling and reaming 
the combination longitudinally to provide bores 
for accepting the elongate cylindrical keys and a 
subsequent step comprises machining the hub or 
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the shaft, or both, to provide the annular reactor construction substantially as hereinbefore 
clearance. 5 described with reference to the accompanying 

4. A liquid metal cooled fast breeder nuclear drawings. 
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